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Dear Reader,

Last week, I shared some thoughts about when a translation (or any work of art,

really) is "done". A reader, Akankshya Abismruta wrote in with the following

question. Before we get to it, let me mention one upcoming thing with this

newsletter. In the coming months, I'll start sharing brief notes from translators

from around the world. That way, you get different insights, diverse voices, and a

range of perspectives. Stay tuned. [Also, double the set of interesting links below

so please scroll all the way down too.]

Akankshya's Question: There's a book that caught my attention a couple of years ago:

Mannu Bhandari's Aapka Bunty. Ever since I read it, I have wanted to translate it.

Perhaps it was a personal desire to let the world know that such a story exists in Hindi,

written in the 70s. The book has been translated to English but it's unavailable in the

market now, as far as I can tell after researching. I know that publication comes at a later

stage. And, I don't want to begin with the thought of publishing in mind, not at this point. I

just want to begin, even though I am not as �uent in Hindi as I would like to be. I was

wondering if you could give me any advice about the beginning. I know I want to. I

wonder if I am fooling myself here, thinking I can attempt to translate. If you don't mind

me asking, how did you begin translating? Did you have any fears?

How did I begin translating? I recently mentioned, in this Los Angeles Review of

Books interview, how I grew up in multilingual Bombay and then lived in different

parts of the world. So translation was as natural as breathing both in my work and

my personal life. I've also shared some tips with a Desi Books reader who had
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Launching July 26, 2022!

My translation of the Gujarati short story pioneer,

Dhumketu, The Shehnai Virtuoso and Other Stories, is out

next week. It was given a lovely thumbs-up by Kirkus and

Publishers Weekly.

You can read my recent interviews at LARB and Oldster

Mag. If you're interested in an interview/convo with me for

a US publication, please click reply to this email.

I wasn't able to have in-person events in 2020 for the �rst

two books. So we've got a Dallas book launch event if you

know folks in the area who might be interested.

posed a similar question last year. I shared some suggestions about how to

strengthen both language and translation skills and even �nd mentors.

In Akankshya's case, the real question is about her fears that she's not as �uent in

the source language as she'd like to be. Translation theorists have written about

how and why this happens. It's called "subtractive bilingualism/multilingualism"

(see Wallace E. Lambert.) While people like Akankshya and me grew up

multilingual in post-colonial India, it was also, often, at the expense of this kind of

subtractiveness.

So we need to build that con�dence as with any form of writing. Something really

switched for me when I began reading like a translator, which I've discussed in an

earlier newsletter with these ongoing resources.

And, as I mentioned in the Desi Books post linked above. I began with translating

short stories, submitted some to literary journals (links to lists in that link), got

some rejections, got some helpful editorial suggestions, and �nally some

acceptances. This entire process helped to shore up my con�dence.

Also, it seems like a no-brainer, but I began reading more and even writing in

Gujarati. Almost all my letters to my mother were in Gujarati. Even when we

switched to emails and then whatsapp, I'd write more in Gujarati than English to

her.

You know, though, I think the real fear that emerging translators have is around

the actual nuts-and-bolts process of translation. Especially those who haven't

been able to study the craft at educational institutions. There's an excellent book

out this year by the award-winning translator, Daniel Hahn. It's actually a journal

he maintained while translating his latest work. And he takes us through how he

approaches early drafts, revisions, etc. For me, this book articulated what I've been

doing and learning through trial and error all this time so it's been a joy to read

and know that even the great Daniel Hahn has these doubts and concerns.
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Here's another similar translator's diary you can read online for free: A Translator's

Diary: A Year in the Life of Emma Ramadan.

All of which brings me to my �nal suggestion: begin maintaining your own

translation diary. The self-awareness this will bring will de�nitely be helpful. I kept

a journal throughout my process of translating my �rst book. It's messy and

impossible to publish anywhere like Hahn's book, which started as a series of

weekly public blog posts, but it was hugely helpful to me. (I might keep a more

public version with one of my next translations. Let's see.)

In fact, as I was writing this response to Akankshya's question and came to this

point about translator's diaries, I thought of asking other translators I know to

share similar notes. So, as I said at the start, stay tuned for that.

Akankshya, thanks for the question. I hope some of this helps. In the end, there's

nothing like jumping right in and getting started. All the very best to you.

Feel free to hit reply to let me know your thoughts on all or any of the above. Or

you can share on social media and tag me (links below.) For those of you in the US,

have a lovely long weekend.

Best,

Jenny Bhatt

JENNY'S BOOKSHOP (US)

NOTE: All the books mentioned or featured in this newsletter are listed at the Bookshop
below. I earn a tiny af�liate fee if you buy a book from the list. It goes towards funding this

otherwise free newsletter. Thank you.

Some interesting links

ATTEND: Wednesday July 27 07:00PM-08:00PM ET; Anton Hur & Bruna

Dantas Lobato: Beyond Translation (Strand Bookstore)

SIGN UP: Aug 22-27, 2022; Summer Multilingual Translation Workshops; Part

of the 2022 Multilingual Translation Workshops collection by ALTA
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WATCH: Against Translation. Against Visibility by Mona Kareem (BCLT)

READ: What Only Musicians and Translators Know; Jessica Sequeira on

Transforming Emotion into Music and Words (Lit Hub)

READ: ‘Authors are great, translators are not’: Shanta Gokhale on being a

translator (Scroll.in)

READ: The Art & Craft of Literary Translation by Jianan Qian (excerpt from

The Writers' and Artists' Yearbook 2023))

SUBMIT: A Public Space Call for Submissions (work that explores the

unspeakable in the context of translation, or translated works)

SUBMIT: The Wisconsin Prize for Poetry in Translation

SUBMIT: AAWW Call for Submissions: Translation Column

JOIN: Emerging Translators Network (ETN)

Connect with me at the links below.

If you �nd this newsletter useful, please share it on.

New reader? Click to subscribe
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